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Abstract: Inspired by the commercial desires of global brands and retailers to access the lucrative 

green consumer market, carbon is increasingly being counted and made knowable at the mundane sites 

of everyday production and consumption, from the carbon footprint of a plastic kitchen fork to that of an 

online bank account. Despite the challenges of counting and making commensurable the global 

warming impact of a myriad of biophysical and societal activities, this desire to communicate a product 

or service's carbon footprint has sparked complicated carbon calculative practices and enrolled actors at 

literally every node of multi-scaled and vastly complex global supply chains. Against this landscape, this 

paper critically analyses the counting practices that create the 'e' in 'CO2e'. It is shown that, central to 

these practices are a series of tools, models and databases which, in building upon previous work 

(Eden 2012; Star and Griesemer 1989) we conceptualize here as 'boundary objects'. By enrolling 

everyday actors from farmers to consumers, these objects abstract and stabilize greenhouse gas 

emissions from their messy material and social contexts into units of CO2e which can then be translated 

along a product's supply chain, thereby establishing a new currency of 'everyday supply chain carbon'. 

However, in making all greenhouse gas-related practices commensurable in enrolling and stabilizing the 

transfer of information between multiple actors these objects oversee a process of simplification reliant 

upon, and subject to, a multiplicity of approximations, assumptions, errors, discrepancies and/or 

omissions. Further the outcomes of these tools are subject to the politicized and commercial agendas of 

the worlds they attempt to link, with each boundary actor inscribing different meanings to a product’s 

carbon footprint in accordance with their specific subjectivities, commercial desires and epistemic 

framings. It is therefore shown that how a boundary object transforms greenhouse gas emissions into 

units of CO2e, the outcome is of distinct ideologies regarding ‘what’ a product's carbon footprint is and 

how it should be made legible. These politicized decisions, in turn inform specific reduction activities and 

ultimately advance distinct, specific and increasingly durable transition pathways to a low carbon 

society. 

 

“The government are very keen on amassing statistics - they collect them, add them, raise them to the 

n'th power, take the cube root, and prepare wonderful diagrams. But what you must never forget is that 

every one of those figures comes in the first place from the chowty dar [village watchman] who just puts 

down what he pleases.” 

Sir Josiah Stamp – 1929 
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1. Introduction 

In research analyzing the rise of the so-called ‘new’ carbon economy (Brown and Corbera 

2003; Boyd et al. 2011; Bailey and Wilson 2009; Leach and Scoones 2013), attention has 

gravitated to the practices by which units of carbon have been constructed and made 

commensurable in order to facilitate a series of inter-connected pricing and trading 

mechanisms (Boyd et al. 2011). This has most notably been the case with the critical analysis 

of the clean development mechanism (CDM) (e.g. Newell and Bumpus 2012; Gutiérrez 2011) 

and the voluntary carbon offsetting market (e.g. Bailey et al. 2011; Lansing 2013). An 

important component of this work has examined the tools developed to count and account for 

specific greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and/or sequestrations including, for example, 

those from reforestation programs (Leach and Scoones 2013; Gutiérrez 2011), renewable 

energy projects (Bumpus 2011; Phadke 2011) and stove replacement initiatives (Simon et al. 

2012).  

 

However it is not only these ‘iconic’ GHG emissions within international market structures that 

are being counted and made commensurable. Rather, inspired by the desire of global brands 

and retailers to understand, reduce and, perhaps most importantly, communicate the global 

warming impact of their products and services, GHG emissions—in units of CO2e—are 

increasingly being counted and made knowable at the mundane sites of everyday production 

and consumption. Indeed, such is the scale of this “product and service carbon footprinting”, 

that one can now compare the global warming impact of a pair of jeans (32.3kgCO2e [Levi 

Strauss & Co 2009]) with a liter of orange juice (640gCO2e [Tesco 2012]), a football match 

(5160tonnesCO2e [Carbon Trust 2013]) with a hotel bed (103kgCO2e [Whitbread 2009]) and 

an online newspaper (300gCO2e [Guardian 2010]) with the delivery of money to an 

automated teller machine (5.5kgCO2e [Loomis 2011]). 

 

Set against this backdrop, this paper considers how, by turning things into numbers (Barnes 

and Hannah 2001; Elden 2007), the greenhouse gas emissions from everyday activities as 

diverse as boiling a pint of milk to ploughing a field – each of which generates or sequesters 

different atmospheric gases at different historical and geographical scales - can be rendered 

visible, commensurable and ultimately knowable. Specifically, considering the practices of 

carbon counting and commensuration in relation to a pint of semi-skimmed milk
1
, we ask the 

following questions: (1) Who is undertaking these acts of everyday carbon counting and how 

are they enrolled in this process? and (2) How are the GHG emissions of diverse everyday 

practices, products and services intrinsic to a pint of semi-skimmed milk being rendered 

legible and commensurable? 

 

                                                        
1
 Semi skimmed milk - made when cream (or milkfat) is removed from whole milk - is the most popular type of milk in 

the UK and has a milkfat content of 1.7%, compared to a minimum of 3.5% in whole standardized milk. 
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In answering the first question, we show that while processes of supply chain carbon 

footprinting are not necessarily a new thing (Finkbeiner 2009), the recent surge in reporting 

this information to the public (as a product’s “carbon footprint”) has resulted in a greater 

number and diversity of organizations looking beyond their direct emissions to those 

occurring along their product or service’s value chain. Consequently, in addition to carbon 

counting as enacted by financial intermediaries, the duty of measurement and calculation is 

increasingly falling to, or being adopted by, supply chain actors responsible for the fleshy, 

messy and indeterminate stuff of everyday life (Katz 2004). From farmers in Sweden 

measuring the daily methane emitted by their cows, to glass manufacturers in China 

calculating their product’s carbon intensity as part of everyday supply chain interactions, to 

corporate-funded studies estimating the GHG impact of their customers’ everyday 

consumption choices, carbon is progressively being made legible by, and assigned to, a 

multitude of actors across complex supply chains and networks. Crucially, this ‘duty to 

measure’ is creating a model of self-allocation which differs significantly to the existing 

models of governance for the new carbon economy in which institutional structures and 

international bodies (e.g. IPCC) determine baselines and a nation, organization or individual’s 

future rights to emit (Lovell et al. 2013; Knox-Hayes 2010; Schroeder and Lovell 2012). 

 

In parallel, we examine the practices by which the “messy materiality” (Prudham 2007, 414), 

of GHG emissions are rendered legible as discrete entities by these everyday actors. Here, 

previous literature has focused on the financial tools through which carbon emissions or 

sequestrations are spatially abstracted and packaged into commodified forms so that they 

may be traded in global systems of exchange (Bumpus 2011; Bailey et al. 2011; Lovell and 

MacKenzie 2011). Whilst valuable in showing how a unit of CO2e becomes akin to a unit of 

money, oil or gold (Paterson and Stripple 2012) this analysis has centered on the calculation, 

quantification and commensuration of those emissions, which can become “resources ready 

for exploitation” and value generators (Eden 2012, 1015). Specifically, this has traced the 

quantification of GHG emissions which can most easily be integrated into market structures, 

either those that the public, through moral obligations, are most willing to pay for (e.g. 

offsetting travel emission [Bumpus 2011]) or those, that are already subject to national or 

international government policies (e.g. trees through REDD [Gutiérrez 2011]). Product and 

service carbon footprinting—as the topic of this paper— extends the practices of carbon 

counting far beyond these iconic emissions to the site of the mundane and the scale of the 

everyday. 

 

Without money as the central referent (i.e. Robertson 2000) and without people and sites 

connected through the market (Lohmann 2009), the calculation and commensuration of GHG 

emissions from products and services does not simply “borrow from existing financial 

practices” (Descheneau and Paterson 2012, 665). Rather in discussing how supply chain 

carbon literacy is established, and thus answering this paper’s second question, we explore 
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and analyze the series of tools, databases and models that enroll supply chain actors into 

acts of carbon counting by anchoring measurement in pre-existing or everyday frameworks 

and language designed to “render the unfamiliar, familiar” (Whitmarsh et al. 2011, 63; 

Lorenzoni et al. 2007). Able to live in and facilitate exchange between multiple worlds, we 

conceptualize these tools as ‘boundary objects’ (Star and Griesemer 1989). 

 

By adopting this lens, we also speak to wider debates relating to the practices of 

environmental measurement as, for instance, in the writings of Eden (2012) and Ward (2013). 

Specifically we demonstrate that whilst boundary objects are “plastic enough to adapt to local 

needs and constraints of the several parties employing them” (Star and Griesemer 1989, 

393), this plasticity is contingent upon their purpose and the actors using them. Here, we 

argue that although carbon counting boundary objects have the same purpose – to translate 

biophysical and social activities into units of CO2e - the results that are generated represent 

the processes by which different interests utilize the boundary object’s plasticity to deal with 

the messiness (Prudham 2007) and uncooperativeness (Bumpus 2011) of the social worlds 

they are required to bridge. Indeed, as warned by Lövbrand and Stipple (2011) carbon stocks 

and flows are not pre-given, lying there waiting to be revealed. Rather, they have to be 

discovered, constructed and made visible and done so in particular and particularized ways. 

 

In utilizing the concept of plasticity, we define it as the degree to which an object is able, and 

required to, adapt, stretch and accept different meanings across the actors and worlds it 

seeks to span/bridge. Specifically it is shown that, in order to enroll and stabilize the 

translation of information among multiple actors, boundary objects oversee a process of 

simplification, in which some things are included and other excluded, with silences produced 

and potential points of contestation overlooked. As Callon (1998, 2009) puts it, when 

speaking of framing and the subsequent overflowing of externalities, every attempt to bring 

something inside creates new outsides. Once enrolled, to meet the information requirements 

of actors and interests from the multiple sides of a carbon counting boundary, the tools 

become subject to the agendas of the worlds that they link, with each boundary actor 

inscribing different meanings to a product’s carbon footprint in accordance with their 

subjectivities, commercial desires and epistemic framings. Finally by embedding 

measurement into the sites of everyday production and consumption, boundary objects 

adjudicate over complex methodological debates, simplify multifaceted biophysical processes 

and establish artificial boundaries and categories. As a consequence, and as outlined by 

“Stamp’s law” which opened this paper, boundary objects are reliant upon, and subject to, 

any number of deliberate and/or accidental ‘fudge factors’ (Lohmann 2005). 

 
Therefore, by discussing how, and by whom, everyday carbon is made legible—in this case 

for a pint of semi-skimmed milk—this paper offers two novel contributions to the ongoing 

debates surrounding the practices and governance of the new carbon economy. Firstly, it is 

shown that carbon is not just counted and made commensurable at the scale of ‘iconic’ 
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emissions or reductions as part of large-scale and diffuse carbon market-making. Rather, 

through boundary objects, carbon is being made legible through the objects of everyday life 

from kitchen forks to bank accounts. Secondly by enrolling actors from across a product’s 

supply chain and driven by the commercial desire to make all GHG emissions 

commensurable, the calculation of a product or service’s carbon footprint has expanded the 

stock and flows of carbon amendable to control, triggering new forms of supply chain 

governance. On one hand, this results in global retailers and brands propagating distinct 

ideologies of just exactly what a product’s carbon footprint is and is made of and the practices 

that go into counting it as well as how it should be reduced. On the other hand, this sees the 

distinct accumulation and spread of climate mitigation responsibility and risk along a product’s 

supply. In short, supply chain carbon counting not only transforms the emissions of everyday 

biophysical and social activities into calculable quantities, but, permitted by the plasticity of 

boundary objects and shaped by competing interests of their users, also advances 

particularly politicized pathways for the transition to a low carbon society. 

 
The material presented here is derived from a wider research project into the governance, 

practices, and politics of product carbon footprinting (Ormond 2013; 2015 in press). Whereas 

existing studies into product carbon footprinting have focused on technical discussions and 

debates (Weidema et al. 2008; Peters 2008), this research examines the on-the-ground 

practices by which it has been implemented. Between September 2011 and September 2013, 

interviews were conducted with over 100 stakeholders central to the development and 

implementation of product carbon footprinting. The stakeholders were identified through 

snowballing a sample of existing contacts, known practitioners, web searches, and involved 

discussions with industry experts, including key decision-makers who represented national 

governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), standards institutions, industry 

associations, and global and national corporations. The majority (approximately 50 percent) 

of the participants were based in the UK and the USA (approximately 20 percent), with 

representatives also from Australia, Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, France, 

Germany, Japan, Jordan, New Zealand, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland and Uganda.  

 

Interviews were conducted in person and by telephone, and followed a semistructured format 

designed to generate evidence about ongoing processes of carbon footprinting 

(Schoenberger 1991; Clark 1998). This methodological approach was adopted to compliment 

the study’s wider goal of understanding different participants’ representation of reality and 

how the production of knowledge (re)produces power and governance structures (Dean 

1999). In line with the request of the majority of participants, individuals and organizations are 

treated anonymously. Along with evidence gained from attending relevant meetings and 

workshops and supplementary corporate literature, for each interview, detailed notes were 

taken, transcripts were coded, and a copy was sent to participants for their verification and 

additional clarification. Approved transcripts were then analyzed by content, a methodological 

practice designed to systematically identify common patterns and properties within the data 
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(Neuendorf 2002). 

 

Of particular relevance to this article is the insight provided by actors associated with the 

production and consumption of milk. This sample of participants (n=approximately 35) 

included representatives from farmers and farming industry associations, processors, 

packaging companies, retailers, consumer representatives and agricultural intermediaries and 

carbon measurement consultants. In interviewing these stakeholders, emphasis was placed 

on understanding the practices by which data was collected, collated and translated between 

actors – thereby reflecting the study’s goal to understand how a unit of CO2e is produced by 

different actors in different geographical sites and different social contexts – including the 

tools used and the challenges associated with translating everyday activities into stocks and 

flows of CO2e.  

 

We begin by providing a brief review of the practices and actors previously identified in 

making carbon commensurable. In doing so, we draw attention to how product and service 

carbon footprinting has been prompted by and, in parallel, facilitated the development of a 

new market for tools to count and make legible the emissions from everyday activities. We 

then turn to the case study of a pint of semi-skimmed milk, and consider three acts of carbon 

counting performed by three different sets of actors at three different stages of the value 

chain: these are raw material production, manufacturing and processing, and the combined 

categories of retail and use by consumer. For each of these stages, we highlight that whilst 

the plasticity of the boundary object is critical to enroll new actors and make diverse GHG 

emissions commensurable, it simultaneously creates distinct and politicized representations 

of milk’s global warming impact. This, in turn, shapes the reduction agenda across the pint of 

milk’s supply chain. We conclude by discussing the wider implications of these 

representations, highlighting that in a world in which everything has a comparable carbon 

footprint, the currency of CO2e—with the ‘e’ standing for ‘equivalent—is increasingly used as 

an important management tool. Empowered by ideologically-derived numbers, global brands 

and retailers are justifying pathways to a low carbon society which fit their commercial 

agendas and which work to transform our relationships with the natural and social worlds 

specifically through goods, which, in turn, begin to set in motion newly imagined lifestyles and 

consumption behaviors. 

 
Moving from ‘iconic’ to ‘everyday’ carbon  

There is a rich literature that grapples with how, and by whom, different things are made the 

‘same’, from compensation payments making physical injuries comparable (Radin 1993), 

indicators weighing the risks associated with disaster risk reduction strategies (Cardona 

2011) to unwritten ratios used by parents to equate number of hours with ‘quality time’ spent 

with children (Hays 1996). Environmental geographers have joined this debate by discussing 

the commensurability (Espeland and Stevens 1998) of environmental resources, including 
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water (Bakker 2005), biodiversity (McAfee 1999), fish (Mansfield 2003) and wetlands 

(Robertson 2004)
2
. Discernible across this latter literature is that, for diverse phenomena to 

be made the same, a standardized, commensurable unit of nature must first be constructed 

which renders the “messy materiality of life legible as discrete entities, individuated and 

abstracted from the complex social and ecological integuments” (Prudham 2007, 414). For 

instance St. Martin (2005) and Eden (2012) consider how through acts of quantification ‘fish’ 

become abstract private resources, Demeritt (2001) discusses how statistical measurement 

enframes the ‘forest’ into a calculable quantity, whilst Robertson (2004) examines the 

challenges associated with constructing a measurable unit of value for a ‘wetland’.  

 
With public eyes increasingly fixated on anthropogenic climatic change - despite the complex 

biophysical properties (not least ‘invisibility’) and having social relations embedded in different 

territories, histories, economies and political contexts (Goodman and Boyd 2011) – attention 

has turned to the commensurability of greenhouse gas emissions (Bumpus 2011). Here the  

creation of a standardized unit of carbon dioxide equivalent or CO2 “e” has facilitated the 

global commensurability or fungibility (MacKenzie 2009) of GHG emissions stretching from 

biogenic carbon stored in trees in Brazil to carbon dioxide released from coal power plants in 

Germany, methane captured and burned by municipal waste facilities to the carbon dioxide, 

nitrous oxides and water vapor released during air-travel (Bumpus and Liverman 2008). In 

describing these acts of carbon commensuration, authors and commentators have focused 

on how the ton of carbon is invented, abstracted and monetized into something sellable via a 

financial standardized product (Descheneau 2012). For instance Dalsgaard (2013) describes 

how individuals’ voluntarily offset their travel emissions by purchasing carbon credits which 

fund carbon mitigation projects e.g. heat-efficient cooking pots in Africa. While Bumpus 

(2011) explains how avoided carbon emissions from renewable energy are spatially 

abstracted into commodities, placed into wider systems of exchange and traded on 

international markets eventually to offset emissions produced under distinctly different socio-

natural conditions.  

 

Central to this literature is the understanding that GHG emissions can be made legible 

through the careful applications of accounting approaches and techniques “borrowed from 

existing financial practices” (Descheneau and Paterson 2012, 665; Lovell and MacKenzie 

2011). To this end, the new carbon economy simply represents “business as usual” for 

accountants (Bailey and Wilson 2009, 2332), banks and brokerages (Knox-Hayes 2010), and 

other financial intermediaries. Positioning financial accounting as the home of carbon 

management (Bebbington and Larrinaga- González 2008; Cook 2008; MacKenzie 2009) 

however betrays a wider predisposition within the carbon economy literature. Focused on the 

tantalizing possibility that carbon may become the world’s biggest commodity market (Kanter 

2007) – or that climate change is the greatest market failure ever seen (Stern 2007) - 

                                                        
2
 See also Castree 2003 
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attention has disproportionately fixated on counting those GHG emissions which can be 

integrated into financial market mechanisms. For instance discussions on emission trading 

schemes (e.g. Knox-Hayes 2010; Bullock 2012), the clean development mechanism (e.g. 

Newell and Bumpus 2012) and the market for voluntary carbon offsets (e.g. Bailey et al. 

2011) all gravitate towards counting and making commensurable those specific and often 

iconic emissions which can be integrated into financial transactions for such things as trees 

(Leach and Scoones 2013), renewable energy (Bumpus 2011; Phadke 2011) and cook 

stoves (Simon et al. 2012).  

 

However, accelerated by the wider fusion of sustainability and brand identity (e.g. Hughes et 

al. 2013; Dauvergne and Lister 2012), the recent uptake of product and service carbon 

footprinting has expanded carbon counting beyond individual iconic emissions to the 

mundane sites of everyday production and consumption. Here, in an attempt to create a 

large-scale movement in low carbon commodity and services consumption, global retailers 

and household brand names have sought to establish a universally accepted and commonly 

understood measure of the carbon footprint of products across their lifecycle. As described by 

former Tesco CEO Sir Terry Leahy in his speech entitled "Green grocer? Tesco, carbon and 

the consumer", it is this desire - to create and access a mass movement in green (low 

carbon) consumption - which has driven the retailer to measure and report the carbon 

footprint of 70,000 of its products
3
, and ultimately is giving rise to the notion of an currency of 

everyday carbon: 

“…Many of those people who talk about the need for a carbon currency say it is too 

complicated to develop; that it will take years. However, at Tesco, we believe in 

action, in overcoming hurdles, in making complex problems simple… To create a 

mass movement in green consumption, we must empower everyone, not just the 

enlightened or the affluent… we must provide better information… customers want us 

to develop ways to take complicated carbon calculations and present them simply… 

so that customers can compare their carbon footprint as easily as they currently 

compare their price or their nutritional profile…” Tesco (2007) 

 
Leahy’s announcement to a roomful of environmentalists, civil servants, retailers and 

academics (Independent 2007) and similar announcements by retailers such as Walmart 

(2010) and Casino (2012) have been described as heralding the start of a “green consumer 

revolution” (Independent 2007; Financial Times 2007). The speech also marked a pivotal 

point within the landscape of carbon counting. Empowered by the deployment and use of 

CO2e as a measurable and translatable unit, global retailers have signaled their intention to 

overcome seemingly impossible hurdles and shift the practice of carbon counting forever-

more beyond the academic and accounting fraternity and the aforementioned iconic 

emissions to the site of everyday production and consumption. As a result, we argue that the 

                                                        
3
 In 2011, Tesco announced it was to curtail the consumer-facing labeling element of its carbon footprint program, 

although this has not stymied the measurement element of the retailer’s product carbon footprinting ambition 
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supply chain can now be seen as an additional ‘regime’ of carbon counting
4
 - where stocks 

and flows of carbon are constructed as administrative domains (Lövbrand and Stripple 2011).  

 

However, if we take a step back, the shift from iconic to everyday carbon raises the following 

question: If the majority of a product’s emissions occur outside a retailers’ direct operations, 

who, in the words of Leahy, is being tasked with making these complicated carbon 

calculations and presenting them in a simple, translatable format? 

 

Who counts everyday carbon? 

Leahy’s desire to create a currency of carbon highlights the need to analyze how, and by 

whom, everyday carbon is made visible and commensurable. Specifically, given the 

mundaneness of products being calculated, the myriad of biophysical, industrial and social 

activities along their supply chains and without money as a central act of reference, the act of 

carbon counting are not, and cannot, be only restricted to the various intermediaries profiting 

from the financial carbon markets such as the CDM, EU ETS and the voluntary offset market 

(Descheneau 2012; Lovell and MacKenzie 2011; Bailey et al. 2009; MacKenzie 2009). 

Instead, recognizing that for the organizations making these carbon commitments, the biggest 

impact to their product’s footprints typically occurs outside their ‘four walls’, it becomes 

increasingly apparent that the introduction of product carbon footprinting is reliant upon 

enrolling supply chain actors. Furthermore, as described by this global manufacturing firm 

commenting on the introduction of their supply chain carbon measurement program, this isn’t 

just asking suppliers to report existing data, but rather involves a more fundamental process 

in which whole supply chains must become carbon literate: 

“… The biggest challenge we found was that the majority of our emissions were in 

our supply chain, and many of these were not being captured, reported or 

disclos[ed]… many partners do not have the knowledge or resources to do so … 

Therefore a key element of our approach was to help build internal awareness along 

our supply chain on what their carbon footprint is and how to measure and report it…” 

Interview #24 

 

This goal of building supply chain carbon awareness and literacy resonates with existing 

research examining how the general public makes sense of carbon (Koteyko et al. 2010) or 

becomes “carbon capable” (Whitmarsh et al. 2011, 59). For instance Nerlich and Koteyko 

(2009) consider how climate change is integrated into existing knowledge through linguistic 

constructivism and carbon compounds such as carbon taxes, carbon budgets, carbon diets. 

Others have focused on the role of cultural symbols – the polar bear, the inconvenient truth, 

celebrities – in catalyzing shifts within public understanding and attempting to counterbalance 

the intangibility, complexity and uncertainty of climate change (Boykoff and Goodman 2009; 

Slocum 2004). Whilst these analyses trace how individuals engage with the everyday use of 

                                                        
4
 The other three being ‘the national carbon sink’, ‘the carbon credit’ and ‘the personal carbon budget’ 
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carbon to foster low carbon personal behaviors (Whitmarsh et al. 2011), less attention has 

been paid to how supply chain actors are enrolled and made carbon literate to enable the 

everyday measurement of carbon.  

 

To address this gap, and to complement the existing carbon literacy literature, we analyze 

here the enrolments of supply chain (and associated) actors in order to measure, count and 

make commensurable units of nature. Here, enrolment refers to an element within the 

mechanism of translation (Callon 1986), in which, through a set of strategies and devices, a 

focal actor attempts and achieves acceptance from other actors of their interests, objectives 

and interrelated roles through the process of bargaining, making concessions and the 

alignment of interests (Madon et al. 2004; Sarker et al. 2006). For instance, highlighting how 

anglers are enrolled as ‘fish counters’ Eden (2012) cites the logbook in which they record 

their counts; Ellis and Waterton (2005) introduce the recording machinery and reporting 

systems, which enroll volunteers into biodiversity action planning. And, in discussing how 

accountants position themselves as managers of climate change, Lovell and MacKenzie 

(2011) describe a series of reports, programs and activities, which attempt to make carbon 

understandable and relevant to the profession. 

 
Common to each of these accounts of enrolment are specific tools, that live in and facilitate 

exchange between multiple worlds, blurring, for example, amateur-professional, and 

scientific-lay boundaries. Translating this to the calculation of a product or service’s carbon 

footprint, our attention is directed to the series of tools and practices which have been 

developed, over the past five years, to support supply chain actors undertake carbon 

calculative practices (e.g. Carbon Trust 2009; Pe International 2009; PRe’s Sima-Pro 2009). 

Yet in contrast to other measurement tools, these carbon-counting mechanisms face two 

distinct challenges. Firstly they must account for and make commensurable GHG emissions, 

which arise from radically different biophysical, industrial and social sources at varying 

atomical, geographical and historical scales and levels of ‘un-cooperativity’. Secondly they 

are tasked with enrolling a myriad of different actors, with differing motivations – from, for 

example, dairy farmers in Aberdeen looking for cost efficiencies to sugar companies in 

Zambia seeking continued market access. 

 

Reflecting the scale and complexity of these two challenges, we conceptualize carbon-

counting tools as ‘boundary objects’, which as Star and Griesemer (1989; 393) describe are 

devices “plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties 

employing them”. In particular this conceptual lens is used to capture how these tools are 

able to enroll everyday supply chain actors into acts of carbon counting and commensuration, 

by anchoring measurement in the language of the worlds they operate within. On the whole, 

this renders the unfamiliar, familiar, whilst also being capable of multiple interpretations (Kwa 

2005) and serving as two-way translators (Latour 2005) for multiple users.  
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This conceptual approach, and role of everyday actors in undertaking carbon calculation links 

to the work, of critical sociologists and anthropologists of markets such as Callon (1998) and 

Mitchell (2002) who engage with the accounting systems that make market exchange 

possible. At the core of this work is the exploration of how externalities are framed, setting the 

contexts within which interaction may happen and the rules and norms which guide the actors 

involved. Recent applications include how carbon markets are performed through different 

forms of economic models and methods of calculation (e.g. Callon 2009; MacKenzie 2009). 

For instance Lohmann (2009) discusses carbon accounting techniques required by the Kyoto 

Protocol and the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, whilst Lansing (2012) 

discusses the framing inherent within the production of carbon offsets in Costa Rica. As 

Callon (1998) observes, acts of framing are active, fragile on-going processes. We argue, 

boundary objects, with their common narratives shared by actors at multiple sides of a 

boundary, help to stabilize and manage framings in a consistent, reliable way that facilitate 

the counting, visibility and management of everyday carbon footprinting.    

 

Whilst boundary objects have previously been discussed in relation to the measurement and 

management of environmental resources (Eden 2012; Demeritt 2001; Murdoch and Ward 

1997), this concept has had limited application in discussions of climate change. Studies to 

date have largely focused on boundary organizations and the flow of information between 

scientific research and public policy relating to the unique science-policy hybridity that is the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (e.g. Siebenhüner [2003]; Hope [2009]; Huhme 

and Mahony [2010]; Fogel [2005]; see also Ascui and Lovell [2012] and Miller [2001]).  Yet as 

Cash (2001) explains, boundary objects not only feature at the boundaries between science 

and public policy, but are observed between every social world and at every scale as the 

examples of these carbon counting tools shown in their ability to connect diverse, multi-scalar 

global supply chains illustrate.  

 

To illustrate the broad conceptual points introduced and explored above, we now turn to how 

the GHG emissions associated with the production and consumption of a pint of semi-

skimmed milk are rendered visible and commensurable so that a retailer like Tesco in the UK 

can state that its product carbon footprint is 800g CO2e (Tesco 2008). In tracing these 

calculative practices we show that in order to abstract a single CO2e number from the varying, 

messy and uncooperative social worlds in which milk is produced and consumed, carbon 

counting boundary objects are exposed to multiple user requirements, competing commercial 

interests and methodological challenges. How the objects adapt, and are required to adapt, to 

these hurdles reflects an expression of their (and their creator’s) ideology towards what 

exactly a product’s carbon footprint is, which, in turn, sets in motion distinct and politicized 

carbon reduction pathways. 
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Calculating the everyday carbon of a pint of semi-skimmed milk in the 

UK  

Milk was chosen as the case study for this paper as the epitome of an everyday product, and 

with 90% of its emissions occurring outside the retailers’ four wall (as shown by Figure 1) it is 

a  a clear example of a retailer’s  need to engage a supply chain in product and service 

carbon footprinting. A pint of semi-skimmed milk also provides a suitable example of the 

multiple messy biophysical and social worlds from which GHG emissions must be abstracted. 

This includes making legible the methane emitted by a cow, avoiding double-counted 

emissions for the cream skimmed from the milk, and calculating the carbon sequestrated 

within a tree later used for packaging or the global warming impact of throwing away expired 

milk. Specifically the following section focuses on three broad stages of the pint of milk’s life 

cycle, which, as illustrated by Figure 1, account for the three largest contributions to its 

footprint. Again these stages are raw material production, manufacturing and processing and 

the combined categories of retail and consumer use
5
. These stages also witness the 

enrolment of three different groups of actors through three different boundary objects: The 

first involves farmers and on-farm emissions, the second, manufacturers, processors and 

packaging companies, the third retailers, consumers and consumption behaviors, from getting 

and putting the milk on the shelf through to its disposal. It is important to note that in tracing 

the practices behind these calculations and numbers, this study does not dispute the 

empirical findings of the studies cited, rather we focus on how the global warming impact of 

diverse activities are made commensurable and ultimately knowable as a single product 

carbon footprint number in the form of CO2e. 

 

Figure 1: Carbon footprint of a pint of milk, by supply chain component  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Source: Tesco (2008) 

 

Enrolling farmers to calculate the everyday carbon from cows  

The most significant contribution (typically 70-80%) to a pint of milk’s carbon footprint occurs 

as a result of on-farm activities (Carbon Trust 2010). These emissions are generated by 

                                                        
5
 We combined retail and use by consumer, as together they represent the second largest contribution. In addition, 

consumption choice and use can be seen to also include the decision on where to shop (retailer and their associated 
emissions) 
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various technical and biophysical processes, each producing different greenhouse gases: on-

farm electricity consumption releases carbon dioxide (CO2), a cow’s enteric fermentation 

generates methane (CH4), whilst both methane and nitrous oxide (NO2) are produced as a 

result of on-farm manure storage and application. Reflecting their significance, at both a 

product- and national-level,
6
 the past decade has seen increased attention paid to calculating 

on-farm GHG emissions. For instance the Tesco Dairy Centre of Excellence, in partnership 

with the University of Liverpool, have used hand-held LaserMethane Detectors® (‘Burp-o-

meters’) to measure the methane released by cows under different feeding regimes (see 

Chagunda et al. 2009; Chagunda 2013). Similarly the UK Government has commissioned 

research using respiration chambers to measure cows’ daily methane emissions under 

different management conditions (Defra 2009).  

 

The manual collection of data directly from source is however laborious and costly: for 

instance the LaserMethane Detector® has to be held three meters from a cow’s mouth for 

five minutes, four times a day. Instead, and to expedite measurement, a series of primary 

data-collection models have been developed, for the dairy sector, including Agri-Assist’s 

Carbon Footprint Tool, the Scottish Government’s Dairyfootprint Dashboard, Sainsbury’s 

Dairy GHG Model and the CoolFarm Tool, sponsored by Unilever and Heinz among others
7
. 

Whilst developed by a myriad of actors, at their core, each model seeks to enroll dairy 

farmers as carbon counters, typically through the premise that carbon measurement will 

identify cost reductions. For example Sainsbury’s (2009) have reported that its carbon 

measurement tool helped farmers reduce their energy costs and carbon footprint by 10%, 

while, supermarket chain Morrisons (2011) have highlighted how the Agri-Assist tool enables 

its dairy farmers to link lower emissions with farm profitability.  

 

Although varying considerably in the level of input required, each of these models calculates 

the GHG emissions associated with on-farm practices based on data collected by farmers (or 

by consultants on behalf of farmers) and input into an electronic data collection format. For 

instance, and as illustrated by Figure 2, the Cool Farm tool is a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet 

containing a series of optional and mandatory categories, for users to complete and fill in with 

data:  

- General (e.g. farm location, climate) 

- Crops (e.g. crop type, fertilizer use)  

                                                        
6
 it is estimated that the carbon footprint of the UK dairy sector is 15.5 million tonnes CO2e per year, approximately 

2% of the UK’s total emissions (McAllister et al 2011) 
7
  

- The Agri Assist Carbon Footprint Tool was developed by DCD Ltd, the Centre for Sustainable Energy, AEA and 
the Carbon Trust (Agri Assist 2009). 

- The Scottish Government’s Dairyfootprint Dashboard was developed as part of The Scottish Government-
funded research project to 'Identifying opportunities to reduce the carbon footprint associated with the Scottish 
dairy supply chain’ (Scottish Government 2010). 

- The Sainsbury’s Dairy GHG Model was developed by AB Sustain and in 2009, became the first agriculture 
model to receive Carbon Trust certification against the PAS 2050 Standard (AB Sustain 2009) 

- The Cool Farm Tool is an online greenhouse gas (GHG) calculator, developed by Unilever and researchers at 
the University of Aberdeen to help growers measure and understand on-farm GHG emissions (Cool Farm Tool 
2013). 
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- Sequestration (e.g. land-use change - conversion from forest to arable) 

- Livestock (e.g. livestock type, manure management practices) 

- Energy Use (e.g. diesel / petrol use on farm) 

- Processing (e.g. electricity used for processing, waste water generated). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Cool Farm Tool 

 

Source: Cool Farm Tool (2013) 

 

In turn, to answer these questions, the Cool Farm tool, for example, provides a series of drop 

down options, e.g. users can choose from six different types of grazing – from high to low 

quality forage, open or pasture. The models then transform this information into units of CO2e 

which stipulate the average emission rate of a given emittant and its associated global 

warming potential (IPCC 2006). For instance, the Cool Farm tool utilizes the IPCC’s methane 

conversion factors for seventeen different manure storage practices at temperatures ranging 

from 10-28
O
C and the IPCC’s nitrogen excretion rates for eighteen different livestock types 

(from hens, horses, camels to foxes) across nine different geographical regions. Based on 

these calculations, farmers and retailers alike are provided with a detailed breakdown of on-

farm GHG emissions, and consequently the daily methane emissions of an adult cow eating a 

diet of oats in Australia (6.16kgCO2e) becomes comparable with the 1.16kgCO2e (released 

daily as nitrous oxide and methane) from one ton of un-covered slurry in Sweden and the 

1.36kgCO2e released during the production of 1kg of synthetic fertilizer in the UK (Hiller et al. 

2011). 

 

Located at the interface of the worlds of animals, farmers, consultants, processors, retailers 
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and Governments, these data-collection models represent the first example of a boundary 

object that facilitates the counting of everyday carbon. On one hand by collecting and 

combining on-farm data with existing emission factors, the models are able to live within the 

world of the farmer, transforming their everyday practices into global warming impacts as 

expressed in units of CO2e. As explained by this farmer, when describing the level of input 

required by a supermarket’s carbon counting model, this is achieved by these models 

inhabiting the world of the farmer, enrolling them as data collectors by engaging them in their 

own language and requesting data they are familiar with and which is often already being 

collected:  

“… The tool is focused on farm management, and – to be fair - a lot of the information 

is already out there - much of it we already collect, e.g. how much feed, fertilizer use, 

and we can get other data from invoices…” Interview #60 

 

In addition, by limiting responses to drop-down options the models stabilize the complexities 

of day-to-day milk production and animal husbandry, enabling consultants, processors, 

retailers and Governments to compare like-for-like GHG emissions of different on-farm 

practices (e.g. fertilizer application, livestock enteric emissions, farm energy use) and different 

points of a product’s supply chain. As described by this global food manufacturer, the value of 

these models using globally accepted and credible emission factors is their ability to stabilize 

the variability of milk production. Or put simply, to render the unfamiliar activities, which occur 

on-farm, familiar: 

“… The value of the tool is that it provides a consistent methodology to quantify, 

monitor and compare the climate impact of different agricultural production models, 

which allows us to benchmark the progress and impact of our different suppliers, from 

all around the world – to understand what is working and what can be improved...” 

Interview #32 

 
However, in making complex technical and biophysical on-farm processes commensurable, 

these primary data-collection models are plagued by the tension of being required to 

simultaneously meet the information requirements of actors on multiple sides of a boundary. 

To remain plastic enough for farmers (as data inputters), the models must simplify 

multifaceted biophysical processes, establishing artificial boundaries and categories. For 

example, while the Cool Farm model provides over 35 different fertilizers to choose from, 

other models—in particular those designed to provide internal farm assessments
8
—require 

significantly less detail, asking farmers only to report, for instance, the quantity of fertilizer 

applied, or how their manure is stored and not specify the fertilizer’s nitrogen content, soil 

drainage, manure’s composition. Whilst these simplifications and pre-determined 

assumptions may be necessary to enroll new carbon counters, they also restrict the level of 

input and obscure the intricacies of individual farm practice, as openly acknowledged by this 

                                                        
8
 For example Agri-assist’s Carbon Footprint Tool and Scottish Government’s Dairyfootprint Dashboard 
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user:  

 “… Each day, month and year on the farm is different – there are no set rules, 

sometimes we give them [cows] a handful more food, for fertilizer, you use what you 

buy, sometimes not as much, sometimes more, I am not sure how well any model can 

ever capture this… ” Interview #60 

 

In satisfying the requirements of processors and retailers (end-users) and presenting data in 

a format through which the impact of different global production systems can be compared, 

the models are required to adjudicate over complex and politicized methodological decisions. 

For example should farmers receive a negative emissions for carbon sequestrated when 

arable land is reverted to woodland? Conversely how should emissions associated with 

woodland converted to arable land be allocated to a farmer and their products? Despite 

representing a key factor in the result generated, there is a lack of uniformity in how data-

collection models treat these, and other, methodological decisions
9
. Models principally 

designed for individual internal farm assessments typically do not engage with these debates, 

opting, instead, for the simplest solution for their users, but yet failing to capture a potentially 

key element in the product’s footprint. Other models – in particular those required by global 

retailers to enable comparison across multiple farms and with other sites within the supply 

chain (e.g. Cool Farm tool) - grapple with these methodological challenges and adopt and 

propagate uncertainties and disputed classifications.  

 
What this first example shows is that there is not a simple way to extract GHG emissions from 

the messy reality of the social and material worlds they inhabit. In particular, the perceived, 

and actual, requirements of users influence how each primary data-collection model collects 

and translates information across the boundaries between different farming, animal 

husbandry practices and end users, shaping the scope and plasticity of the model, and the 

assumptions and methodological decisions taken. How these models respond to these 

challenges results in significant discrepancies between the results generated. For instance in 

comparing three different models Hillier (2011) found that whilst the Cool Farm Tool and 

IPCC guidelines (for hand-collected data) provided similar results, the GHG emissions 

calculated by the CLA CALM tool were 84% higher. Indeed, even for relatively simple 

processes such as the GHG emissions from fertilizer use differences as great as 240% 

(ranging from 0.43CO2e to 1.37CO2e t/ha) have been reported between different models 

(Lewis et al. 2013).  

 

Crucially, in quantifying the complexities of agricultural production into a series of numbers, 

new pathways become available for retailers and brands to enact carbon reduction activities. 

Here, just as Murdoch and Ward (1997) described how statistical representations and 

accounting procedures brought agriculture into the formal economic sector and open for 

                                                        
9
 This includes, for example, the inclusion (or not) of capital equipment emissions and nitrate emissions from soils - 

see Finkbeiner (2009); Plassman et al. (2010); Pan et al. (2011) for further details 
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coordinated state intervention, so to do these carbon counting tools bring farming and 

agriculture firmly into the new carbon economy. Despite the ambiguities described above, 

empowered with supposedly commensurable numbers, retailers and brands are able to 

coordinate distinct new routines of carbon reduction. Here, informed by the discourse of 

carbon reduction equating with cost reduction, attention is focused on improving the efficiency 

of farming practices and animal husbandry.
10

 Notably, these carbon reduction activities are 

facilitated by the one-to-one relationship that exist between retailers and their supplier groups, 

in which farmers are enrolled first as carbon counters and then reduction agents. However, 

and as discussed in the next section, more complicated relations exist in the convoluted and 

extended supply chains of the processing, manufacturing and packaging of our pint of milk.   

 

Competing industry definitions of ‘everyday carbon’ for milk 

manufacturing and processing  

Moving along the supply chain, the next contribution to the carbon footprint of a pint of semi-

skimmed milk occurs during manufacturing and processing which has two key components. 

The first, the energy used to separate, pasteurize and homogenized the raw milk, accounts 

for approximately 4-6% of the total footprint (Flysjö et al. 2011). The second, includes the 

emissions associated with the extraction of raw materials, manufacturing, transport, reuse, 

recycling and final disposal of a glass bottle, plastic container or cardboard carton which 

typically represent 5-8% of the total footprint (Flysjö et al. 2011).  

 

Whereas on-farm data is provided by enrolled farmers through existing supply chain 

relationships (e.g. Tesco Sustainable Dairy Group), data on the manufacturing and 

processing (including packaging) stages is reliant upon a number of different actors and their 

distant supply chains. Further, many of these actors are unable or unwilling to share accurate 

primary data relating to their activities due to lack of resources, complex accounting practices 

or commercial sensitivities. For instance, and as explained by this packaging supplier when 

discussing the rise in demand for their carbon (and energy) data there exists a reluctance to 

divulge data up the supply chain for fear that it provides direct insight into business processes 

(and by proxy costs), leaving themselves exposed during future price negotiations or to 

market competition: 

“… As a supplier you are coming up to your annual contract negotiation – in the 

negotiation the buyers can say, ‘we know your industry, we understand the prices for 

raw materials and transport and therefore what it costs you to make the product and 

here is what we are willing to pay’. Currently they know nothing of what happens in 

your factory (e.g. energy costs), so you can negotiate… If suppliers give better 

information on this [through product carbon footprinting], then you are at a 

                                                        
10

 For instance Asda, have provided discounts on a High Sugar Grass for their farmers stating that it will increase 
profitability by over £10million and cut methane emission by 20% per cow (Food Bev 2011). 
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disadvantage... if you are a supplier it doesn’t do you any good to show your cards…” 

Interview #32 

 

Even when data is made available, its accuracy remains contingent on a series of complex 

and ambiguous factors and calculative practices. For instance, as the production of semi-

skimmed milk also creates cream, data collectors must collect and disclose addition data to 

enable the allocation of GHG emissions between these two co-products. Typically based on 

economic value, this allocation calculation is further complicated as changes in demand for 

one product affects the production volume of the other product (e.g. see Flysjö et al. 2012). 

Whilst for other practices within the processing stage, for example, energy usage at 

production sites, even when primary data is available it can be out-of-date, incomplete or 

simply unreliable. In short, and as this industry expert decried when asked what the biggest 

challenge for the mass uptake of product carbon footprinting: 

“… It is a mess, suppliers are suffering from survey fatigue and many do not have 

resources or systems dedicated to capturing the relevant data, meanwhile convening 

organizations are spending an increasingly amount of time identifying, collecting, 

evaluating and dis-aggregating data from their suppliers just so that they can present it 

in a meaningful way…” Interview #72 

 

The challenges of collecting primary data typified by this comment has seen a rise in 

secondary data sources and databases over the past decade. These in turn enroll new actors 

into acts of carbon counting and commensuration. At one end of the spectrum, industry 

associations have assumed the role of a kind of ‘librarian’ by collecting, harmonizing, 

aggregating and publishing data from, and on-behalf of, their members. For example, Plastics 

Europe publishes GHG emissions data for 70-plus plastic products. Notably, and as this 

representative from the metal industry candidly explained, the objective stimulating this self-

enrolment is not only to aggregate data and remove commercially sensitive details but also as 

part of a wider campaign to advance their industry’s sustainability credentials: 

“… We frequently do massive data collections, submitting datasets to trade groups 

we participate in, they then wrap the data set up with other suppliers to create 

industry averages… we don’t want to just compare one facility with another, rather 

the most important thing is to create a favorable set of data, published as far and 

wide as possible…” Interview #29 

 

At the other end of the spectrum are a series of centralized life cycle assessment (LCA) 

databases, established by Government agencies, specialist consultancies and hybrid 

academic-government bodies such as EcoInvent, the European Reference Life Cycle 

Database and the US Life Cycle Inventory Database. These centralized databases have 

witnessed almost exponential growth over the past decade, bringing together various data 

sources and providing a platform for users to compare (for a fee) the GHG emissions of 
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multiple different inputs.
11

 In addition to bringing together multiple data sources, centralized 

databases also integrate each dataset into their network structures, mapping one input to 

another. As a consequence, a user can, by altering the parameters of their data requests, 

compare, for instance, the carbon impact of energy generated by wind versus solar, plastic 

production in France to plastic production in Germany, or, at a different level, plastic 

production at 5% recycled PET with 50% recycled PET.  

 

Whilst varying considerably in size and scope, these secondary databases serve to collate, 

aggregate and transmit the global warming impact from the multiple worlds associated with 

the manufacturing, processing and packaging of semi-skimmed milk (e.g. national energy 

generation, production of packaging materials) into a single CO2e figure applicable to the 

worlds of the retailer and end user. Inhabiting these “multiple communities of practice and 

satisfying the informational requirements of each of them” (Bowker and Star 1999, 15), 

databases thereby represent the second example of this paper’s carbon counting boundary 

objects. From the perspective of supply chain partners (e.g. energy generating companies, 

packaging manufacturers) databases provide a platform to convey the most favorable (i.e. 

lowest carbon) accounting of their global warming impact to the widest audience possible. For 

the convener, be they industry association, academic institute or third party consultant, 

databases represent lucrative or prestigious tools to enter the new carbon economy market-

place by monetizing the dissemination of data and by speaking on behalf of thousands of 

supply chain partners around the world. For instance, purchasing a user license for the Eco-

invent database (a single commercial license costs $2,500), allows an end user to select the 

information they require to undertake their calculations, bypassing the need to engage with 

each, or indeed any, of their supply partners.  

 
Not surprisingly, by simultaneously inhabiting, and translating information, along a product’s 

supply chain, databases become shaped by the agendas of the multiple worlds and actors 

that they link. In particular driven by the commercial desire to be recognized as ‘low carbon’, 

suppliers utilize secondary databases as platforms to adopt, advocate and inscribe different 

meaning and interpretation as to the extent of a product’s carbon footprint based on different 

assumptions and different forms and pathways of measurement. For example, adopting the 

assumption that a glass bottle can be re-used up to 30 times, data published by Owen-Illinois 

in 2010 (the world’s largest glass manufacturer) reported that the carbon footprint of a glass 

beverage container is 96% and 95% lower than the same size PET and aluminum container, 

respectively. Alternatively, assuming that each glass bottle is only used once, a study 

conducted for the PET resin association in 2010 found that GHG emissions for plastic (PET) 

bottles are 59% and 77% less than aluminum cans and glass bottles respectively (PETRA 

2010). Meanwhile, by including the ‘negative’ carbon sequestrated during biogenic processes 

and stored carbon within its calculations, a 2012 study for SIG Combibloc (one of the world's 

                                                        
11

 For instance, Ecoinvent lists data for over 400 different packaging formats including 18 different plastic packaging 
formats 
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leading suppliers of carton packaging) to launch its new EcoPlus beverage carton reported 

that “carton packs generate around two to three times less environmentally harmful gas than 

disposable PET bottles”.  

 

In short, and as acknowledged by Owen-Illinois’ own CEO, Al Stroucken, when discussing 

their latest carbon footprint figures: 

“Widespread inconsistencies in carbon footprint assessments have made it nearly 

impossible to compare the impact of one packaging material with that of another, with 

many assessments used today only taking into account a portion of the full life cycle 

of a product, resulting in incomplete and inaccurate data. Customers are sometimes 

unknowingly making packaging decisions based on incomplete data” Owen-Illinois 

(2010) 

 

Table 1: Different figures for carbon footprint of milk packaging 

 Glass 

Where data available - virgin 

material, and variable reuse rate  

Aluminum 

Where data available - virgin 

material, and re-use 

Plastic 

Where data available - virgin 

material, and no re-use 

Carton 

Where data available - virgin 

material, and no re-use 

WRAP (2010) 70kgCO2e  

per 1000 liters (re-use x 17) 

- 79.75kgCO2e  

per 1000 liters 

74.11kg CO2e  

per 1000 liters 

Ghenai (2012) 339kgCO2e  

per 1000 liters (re-use x 1) 

146 kg CO2e  

per 1,000 liters 

276kg CO2e  

per 1,000 liters 

57kg CO2e  

per 1000 liters 

Gujba and Azapagic 

(2011) 

180kg CO2e  

per 1,000 liters (re-use x 15) 

- 160kg CO2e  

per 1,000 liters  

90kg CO2e  

per 1,000 liters of milk 

 
Consequently, whilst secondary databases fill important gaps in primary data, the contested 

nature of a product’s carbon footprint predicates a complex interplay between data collection 

and data dissemination. Advanced by competing industry and industry association interests, 

datasets adopt contesting definitions of what should be included or excluded in a product’s 

carbon footprint which results in a proliferation of conflicting carbon footprint figures for 

literally the same object. This is clearly illustrated by Table 1, which summarizes three sets of 

reported packaging data. Crucially, despite the differing definitions, these published data 

sources remain largely unchallenged publicly (outside specific industry debates), with the 

often intense power struggles over the technical debates and rules that define a carbon 

footprint obscured. The result, and as forewarned by Al Stroucken above, is that end-users 

engage uncritically with these repositories of data by simply entering details of their product’s 

inputs into a database and in turn being presented a CO2e number.
12

  

 

The growth and increasing prominence of publicly available secondary data sources has in 

turn shaped how GHG emissions are being reduced. Here, the comparability of different 

products and processes enabled by databases threatens to conflate the reduction of 

                                                        
12

 A pattern exaggerated by the rise in corporate eco-design toolkits, which use LCA databases to appraise the 
relative merits of future product design (cf. Freidberg 2014; Meinrenken 2012) 
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emissions with the disclosure of the right reduction numbers. Just as Schlamadinger and 

Marland (2000, 44) report that the US achieved a four percent reduction through ‘certain 

changes in the way gas and sinks are calculated’ so too retailers can achieve reductions 

through practices of counting. The result is an increased focus on those specific carbon 

reduction activities that can be clearly documented (through CO2e numbers) and 

communicated to retailers and brand-names, and in turn end consumers through the stories 

of the percentage of energy-use reduction or that of material input. Overall, this betrays a 

hidden carbon footprint counting complexity and politics, a challenge particular prevalent in 

understanding consumer use as discussed in depth in the next section.    

 
Constructing a ‘counter-factual’ consumption model for retail and 

consumer use 

The third and final significant component of a pint of semi skimmed milk’s carbon footprint 

relates to how consumers buy (10% of total footprint occurs during retail), use (3% of total 

footprint) and then dispose (2%) of it (Tesco 2008). As these activities occur at or after the 

point of purchase this data is often not available in a primary or a secondary format. Instead 

organizations are required to construct a series of counter-factual scenarios, or consumption 

models, which collectively predict what the consumer will do with the product (and the 

associated emissions) from the moment of purchase onwards. For instance will they walk 

back from the shops or drive? Will they boil the milk or drink it cold? How long will they 

refrigerate it for? How much will be wasted? Will they recycle the bottle?  

 

In answering these questions, by collating multiple data sources and then transforming them 

into a single reality consumption models represent the third form of carbon counting boundary 

objects and indirectly enroll and speak on behalf of the consumer (Cf. Barnett et al. 2010). 

Yet, in doing so, and in stabilizing the reality of how a pint of milk is consumed, these models 

are especially reliant upon, and subject to, any number of deliberate or accidental 

approximations, assumptions, errors, discrepancies, omissions and/or other necessary ‘fudge 

factors’ (Lohmann 2005). 

 

Firstly, calculating organizations are required to identify direct, indirect and proxy sources of 

data for each element of the consumption journey. For instance, in calculating the global 

warming impact of consumer travel to the retailer, Flysjö et al. (2011) used 2005 data from 

the Swedish Institute for Food and Biotechnology to estimate distance travelled and data 

collected by the Swedish Board of Agriculture in 2008 for total volume of groceries 

purchased. To calculate the carbon emitted in refrigerating the milk, Aurora Dairies (2010) 

combined data collected by USEIA in 2005 for annual refrigeration energy-use, with data 

collected five years later by USDA for per capita milk consumption. As these examples show, 

and this practitioner explains when describing the process for calculating consumer-use 

emissions, there remains a significant lack of consistency in post-retail data in terms of its 
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availability and accuracy:  

“… The problem is that where we have the biggest impact – is often the place where 

we have the weakest data … Often the data is out of date; for the wrong country or 

based on the wrong technology. This introduces huge uncertainties and a certain 

level of ‘wrong-ness’ which we know is built into model – but what we don’t know is 

how wrong…” Interview #72 

 

The shortage of accurate data for consumption behaviors has necessitated practitioners to 

adopt a certain degree of flexibility in their modeling through pragmatic assumptions and 

approximations. For instance, calculating consumer-use emissions for milk consumption in 

the US Thoma et al. (2013, 8) makes the assumption that “convenience stores, 

supermarkets, and mass merchandise outlets all have the same transportation distances and 

associated milk purchases”, even though the authors acknowledge “it is likely that customers 

of convenience stores will typically purchase smaller quantities of milk and it is possible that 

there is an overestimate of the transportation burden for this sales channel”. In another 

example, in calculating consumer travel emissions for a pint of milk, unable to access data for 

consumer travel in Denmark, Flysjö (2011) uses data from Sweden instead. 

 

To address this chronic shortage of consumption data, other organizations have directly or 

indirectly enrolled consumers as carbon counters. For instance Coca-Cola (2013) conducted 

research with 20 UK and French households examining their recycling patterns. In 2011, 

Unilever conducted research into what British people do in the shower monitoring 2,600 

showers taken by 100 families over ten days. Research conducted by the Tesco funded 

Sustainable Consumption Unit at Manchester University uses Tesco club card data to explore 

everyday consumption patterns (SCI 2012). However, whilst valuable for specific products, 

these individual data collection initiatives are contributing to a skewed landscape, with certain 

activities and industries able to report highly detailed up-to-date data, whilst others rely on 

typically less favorable historical or aggregated geographical data. For instance, countries 

with large dairy industries, in particular those with historical concerns about the impact of 

carbon footprinting disadvantaging their industries, have witnessed significant data collection 

activity over the past decade e.g. Australia (Dairy Australia 2012), New Zealand (Fonterra 

2008), Sweden (Flysjo et al. 2011) and the UK (DairyCo 2012). In contrast there have been 

few, if any, studies on the carbon footprint of milk from African, or other developing, nations. 

Furthermore, the enrolment of consumers as carbon counters is also being undertaken to 

support certain low carbon commercial claims. For instance, a carbon audit by Ocado (a 

home-delivery service), perhaps unsurprisingly reported that delivering purchases to 

“consumers from a central storehouse generated less carbon per pound of sales than even 

walking to a traditional supermarket” (Ocado 2009).  

 

Once the data has been identified, collected and or appropriated, calculating organizations 
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must convert this aggregated data (e.g. energy used by a refrigerator, number of shopping 

trips per week) to the scale of an individual product unit (e.g. percentage of refrigerator 

energy used by pint of milk). Yet uncertainty remains. For instance should the total emissions 

associated with driving to the supermarket be allocated to individual products based on their 

mass (e.g. 600ml of milk is allocated double the emissions of 300ml of wine), by financial 

metrics (e.g. a £10 bottle of wine is allocated 20 times the emissions of £0.50 pint of milk), or 

by a different metric (e.g. based on CO2e emissions to the point of sale)? With emerging 

product carbon footprinting standards
13

 only offering guidance in the form of a hierarchy of 

allocation procedures, this decision has largely been left to the lead organization and/or 

consultant, again introducing a divergence between models. For example, Thoma et al. 

(2012) and Aurora Dairies (2010) allocated fuel for consumer travel based on sales 

percentage: An average consumer spends £20 per supermarket trip thus £1 spent on a liter 

of milk should receive 1/20
th
 (or 5%) of the fuel emissions for the grocery trip. In contrast 

Flysjo et al. (2011) and WRAP (2010) allocated fuel for consumer travel based on ‘mass’: A 

household purchases 25kg of food per shopping trip – thus one liter (1 kg) of milk would 

represent 1/25
th
 (or 4%) of fuel emissions.  

 

Just like the two preceding carbon counting boundaries objects, whilst these consumption 

models are vital in calculating the carbon footprint of a product, bridging the boundaries 

between different worlds and their counter-factual nature is premised on an assortment of 

assumptions. Specifically in enrolling and acting on behalf of consumers to stabilize how a 

pint of semi-skimmed milk is bought and consumed, they create one snapshot of everyday 

purchasing and consumption activities. When combined with the deficit of accurate and high-

quality data, these practitioner judgments and decisions lead to significant differences 

between studies. For instance, the results of two studies for the consumer use emissions of a 

pint of milk in the USA differed from approximately 120gCO2e per pint (11% of total footprint 

[Aurora Dairies 2010]) to approximately 58g CO2e per pint (5% of total footprint [Thoma et al. 

2013]). 

 

Finally, echoing the previous boundary objects, informed by these numbers, specific 

reduction actions can be accentuated such as enrolling consumers as carbon reduction 

agents through behavior changes such as recycling or walking to the store rather than other 

changes such as drinking less milk. For example, Tesco has labeled the carbon footprint of its 

skimmed, semi-skimmed, and full fat, organic and non-organic milk, enabling consumers to 

choose milk with a lower carbon footprint if they so choose. These labels also advise 

consumers “recycling this bottle reduces the carbon footprint by 40g”. These specifically 

suggested actions and choices on the part of the consumer, as we discuss in our concluding 

comments, introduces important implications for how we manage the transition to a low 

carbon economy. 

                                                        
13

 (PAS 2050 – BSI 2010; ISO14067: 2013)  
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Conclusion: everyday carbon – do the parts equal the whole? 

To summarize, in answering this paper’s two questions we have shown that the bold carbon 

commitments made by global retailers and brands have extended the practices of carbon 

counting and commensuration beyond iconic emissions to emissions of the ‘everyday’. As 

such, whilst carbon may not, yet, represent a “salient consideration in the public’s everyday 

decision-making” (Whitmarsh et al. 2011, 64), for retailers and their supply chains, carbon is 

rapidly becoming “a common denominator for thinking about the organization of social life in 

relation to the environment” (Bridge 2011, 821). We conclude with two points relating to the 

wider implications of product and service carbon footprinting within the new carbon economy. 

 

Firstly, by turning the spotlight onto the everyday, non-iconic emission, product carbon 

footprinting has triggered a wave of supply-chain carbon literacy with the enrolment, or self-

enrolment, of actors spanning farmers (and by association animals), consultants, dairy 

processors, suppliers, retailers and consumers. Behind these enrolments are a series of 

tools, models and databases, that abstract greenhouse gas emissions from the messiness of 

their everyday social and material realities. However, meeting multiple user requirements 

whilst simultaneously abstracting units of CO2e from varying degrees of un-cooperativeness 

means boundary objects must establish arbitrary categories and simplify complex 

methodological debates. In parallel, boundary objects are subject to the agendas of the 

worlds that they link with each enrolled actor inscribing different meaning to a product’s 

carbon footprint in accordance with their specific subjectivities, commercial desires and 

epistemic framings. Indeed, and returning to Stamp’s comment at the beginning of this paper, 

it is not just the “village watchman” but a whole host of actors who put down both “what he 

[sic] pleases…” and more notably ‘what pleases him/them’. This has seen farmers speaking 

on behalf of their animals, industry associations representing their members, and perhaps 

most notably corporate-funded studies which speak on behalf of their consumers. 

 

As a consequence the very plasticity of a boundary object which is necessary to navigate the 

complexities of turning things into numbers (Barnes and Hannah 2001) also serves to 

construct an ideologically and politically infused vision of what a product’s footprint is. Further, 

and as demonstrated here with the pint of semi-skimmed milk, not only do these boundary 

objects produce particular representations of nature, but different boundary objects produce 

different representations, their choice being a form of politicized decision-making, and 

reflecting distinct ideologies of measurement. Most notably, the changeable plasticity of 

boundary objects and politicized practices of carbon counting links the ideology of 

measurement with the ideology of action. Here, echoing Lövbrand and Stripple (2011), we 

can extend the maxim of ‘that which gets measured gets managed’ into the new territory of 

how something is measured is how it gets managed.  
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Secondly, through enrolling actors from field to fork, and by converting biological and social 

activities into stocks and flows of carbon, global retailers and brands are granted new scope 

outside their four walls to coordinate carbon reduction activities. Armed with these exact 

numbers and the ‘e=equivalence’ processes and discourses, and set within a landscape in 

which everything has a comparable carbon footprint, global corporations are, with 

increasingly confidence, announcing the emissions which they are responsible for and which 

their supply chain are responsible for. In relation to the pint of semi-skimmed milk, on a direct 

level, this has seen retailers promote specific supply chain carbon reduction actions centered 

on measurable reductions delivered through cost-carbon efficiency, market-led innovation 

and consumption-driven change. At a more fundamental level this sees an exporting of 

climate mitigation responsibility and risk along a product’s supply chain, with retailers 

achieving their ambitious headline grabbing targets on the back of the labor—tied to various 

carbon truths (see Ormond, in press)—of their supply chains, whilst making minimal 

investment. This situation thus is clearly a new manifestation of Bumpus and Liverman’s 

(2008, 134) notion of “accumulation by decarbonisation” facilitated by this new regime of 

carbon accounting. 

 

As such, carbon counting, through product carbon footprinting, is more than a technical term 

or process: It refers to a form of rule that has given rise to particular ways of ‘seeing’ and 

‘knowing’ the climate, in which carbon is attributed to stakeholders along the supply chain and 

expected to be managed. Boundary objects not only enable a product’s carbon footprint to be 

made visible and knowable but they construct administrative domains and stabile framings, 

amenable to certain forms of political and economic rationality. However, the uncertainty, 

plasticity and ‘wrong-ness’ associated with the calculation of a product or service’s carbon 

footprint, combined with the ideologically and politicized infused vision of how best to reduce 

a product’s offers significant implications for the governance and management for this new 

carbon economy.  

 

Crucially, product carbon footprinting raises important questions as to whether the carbon 

reduction strategies these numbers support are the most effective both in terms of cost or 

carbon reduction (e.g. Hillier 2011 and Lewis et al. 2013). Here we have highlighted the 

uncertainty involved in the practices of calculating the carbon footprint of a relatively simple 

product such as pint of milk. If we take this to the scale of the everyday shopping basket, this 

threatens to create a vast volume of ‘uncoordinated’ carbon at the global level. The danger 

here is that despite commendable commitments and reductions made by nations, global 

corporations and individuals – given the seemingly inevitable and/or imponderable 

‘wrongness’ in each of these numbers - the result might be that the sum of the parts do not 

add up to the whole. With the ideology of measurement linked to the ideology of action and 

this new-found emphasis on those quantifiable and disclosed emissions and reductions within 
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a supply chain, we are seemingly side-stepping a more confrontational engagement with the 

unsustainable consumption practices at the heart of climate change.  
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